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The map F : X --* Y is refinable if for each E > 0 there is an E-map f from X onto Y that is 
E-close to F. The closed set A in X is N-elementary if each neighborhood U of A contains a 
neighborhood V such that the natural homomorphism fi”( U) + fiN( V) has finitely generated 
Image. If X is a compact ANR, then every closed subset is N-elementary for every n! 
Suppose F :X -* Y is a refinalble map between compacta. Then: 
If 2 is a compactum in Y such that F-% is N-elementary in X then F induces an isomorphism 
from fiN(B) to fiN(F-‘B). In particular, if X is an ANR, then F induces isomorphisms 
riN(~)dNCF-l~) and &(F?3)dN(B). 
If X = S3 and Y = S”/A, then A is cellular. 
If X is a finite-dimensional ANR, then Y is an ANR if one of the following is true: (1) Y is LC’, 
(2) F-‘(y) is locally connected for each y E Y, (3) Fen(y) is approximately l-connected for each 
y E Y or (4) for each E >O the f in the above definition can be chosen to be monotone. 
Applications are also made to generalized manifolds and ANR’s in 2-dimensional manifolds. 
AMS Subj. Class.: 54ClO,SSClS, 57A60,57899 
c-map tech cohomology 
cellular cell-like 
In [7], Ford and Rogers define a map F:X -H Y to be refinable if for each 8 :> 0 
there is an &-map from X onto Y whose distance from F is less than E. They ask if a 
refinable map defined on a compact ANR must map onto an ANR. One reason this 
question is of interest is that Kozlowski has shown that a refiinable map onto an ANR 
is a cell-like map [ 1 l] and hence by a result of Ferry [6] a refinable map defined on an 
n-manifold, n > 4, is a near homeomorphism if ,the image is an ANR. 
In this paper efinable maps on finite-dimensional compact ANR’s arc studied by 
means of tech cohomology and geometric methods. It is proved in Section 1 that a 
refinable map defined on a compact ANR induces an isomorphism on each tech 
cohomology group of any compacturn i the range and in Section 5 that the same 
result holds for homology. The obvious corollary is that every point-inverse has the 
cohomology and homology of a point. (A simple example where a point-inverse does 
not have trivial cohomology is the refinable map defined on an infinite wedge of 
shrinking circles that collapses one circle to the wedge point.) The cohomology 
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results are extended to more general spaces by introducing the concept of a closed set 
A wg 66~-elementary” in X (with, say, integer coefficients). This is defined to 
mean that for any neighborhood U of J% in X there is a neighborhood V of A such 
that the homomorphism &NC U) -+ fiN (V) induced by the inclusion V + U has 
ffnitely generated image. It can then be &own (see Theorem 1) that a refinable map 
on a mmpactum X induces an isomorphism on the Nth-cohomology group of a 
oompactum in the range if its inverse is /V-elementary in X One corollary is that if 
the Nth-cohomology of X is finitely generated then a refinable map F :X + Y 
on X in&es an isomorphism between the Nth-cohomology groups of Y and those 
atx. 
The study of the state of being N-elementary iscontinued in Section 4 where the 
definition is extended to cohomology w%h coefficients in a principal ideal ring R and 
Yinitely generated” means “finitely generated as an R-module”. A relationship is
established between Wilder’s property (P, Q), and the notion that a space is 
N-elementary from which it follows that any refinable map defined on a generalized 
closed manifold over a field has point-inverses which have trivial cohomology, and 
consequently hat1 the property of being an orientable generalized closed manifold is 
preserved by refinable maps. 
In &&on 5 the effect a refinable map has on &:h homology is studied and these 
results yield several interesting corollaries concerning two dimr:!nsp;snal ANR’s. 
The material in Sections 4and 5 involve8 heavy arpplications ai algebraic topology 
and appears after Sections 2 zzd 3 m as not to interrupt he p&tern of the more 
directly obtained geometric re&:s stemming from Theorem 1. 
The end r&ult is that with certain other additional1 hypothesee c6refinable map on a 
tinite4imensional compact ANR wU have cell-like poir%%~verses and, since 
refinable rips preserve dimensi<Tn, theresulting image is then w&known to be an 
ANR. III ; jcrticular (see Theorem 3 ia Section 2) if F :X * Y is refinable, and any 
me of the additional hypothes&s h&d, then Y will be an AN1(: 
(i) :-=I& F-‘(y) is locally connected, or 
{ii) each F”(,y) is nearly one=Iaovable, #or 
<iii) each ~~-‘{y) approximateJ,y i + annected or 
(iv) Y is locally l-connected, e;;l 
(v) F has a monotone -refirLtment for each E, 
The discussion i Section 3 he’ ps to arif& the properties acounter-exarnpls must 
have, particularly one of the type F : JR’ =+X/A where F is refinable, X is an ANR 
but X/A is not an ANR. It is proved in Theorem 4 that if X = S3 and the projection 
s” 4 S3/A is refinable then it must be 1 near-homeomorphism and S3/A = S3. 
NOW Properties of ANR’s found in [X] and elsewhere and properties of refinable 
maps found in [7] and [ll] are used occasionally without specific reference. All 
spaces hould be assumed compact except in Section 3 where a noncompact ANR 
appears btiefly. MarCfolds are closed m.&folds. The relation of homotopy between 
maps f and g is denoted f== g. 
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1. 
In this section tech cohomology with coefficients in a finitely generated abelian 
group G will be used to give information about refinable maps which are defined on 
spaces atisfying reasonable “medial” properties. (None of the major applications 
are lost if G is taken to be the group of integers 2.) 
The closed set A in X will be said to be N-elementary in X (with respect o G), 
provided that for any neighborhood U of A in X there is a neighborhood V of A 
such that the homeomorphism fiN (U; G) --) GN (V; G) induced by the inclusion 
V + U has finitely generated image. 
If every closed set in X is N-elementary (with respect to G!, then X will be said to 
be N-elementary (with respect to G), and if X is N-elementary (with respect to G) 
for every integer N, then X will be said to be elementary (with respect o G). 
An analogous property originally introduced by Wilder and called “property 
(P, a),” was defined for field coefficients and appears in 126; Chapter VI, section 73. 
(It will be discussed :?.n Section 4.) 
After the stat--+ o ‘-~tit of the theorems and some corollaries, examples and proofs 
will be given. 
IfF:X* Ya8*3Lf - ,: ; ‘: ( 2 a FB : F-% --) B denotes the map defined by E (This 
trotation is due ~0 h. . i*k ..k ::. ,! 
‘m’heorem 1. Let F :X -+ Y be a refina&le map between compacta and let B be a 
compactu‘m in Y If F-‘B is 1++kmentary in X with respect to G, then B is 
N-elementary in Y rA!z respect to G and F$ : fiN(B ; G) --+ fiN(rF-‘B ; G) is an 
isomorphism. 
Theorem 2. If F :X + Y is a refinable map between compacta, and Xis elementary 
with respect to Z (this is satisfied if X E ANR), then the induced homomorphisms 
Fg :fiN(B; r) + fiN(FMIB; r) and FB*:fiN(FWIB; r) +&(B; r) are both 
isomorphisms for any abelian group r, any compactum B in Y and any positive integer 
N. 
Corollary 1.1. Let X be a compact ANR and let F : X + Y be a refinable map. Then 
for any %nitely generated abelian group G the space Y is elementary with respect to G. 
Corollary 1.2. Let X be a compactum for which fiN (X; G) is finitely generated, and 
let F :X --) Y be a refinable map. Then F* : fiN( Y; G) + a”(X; G) is an iso- 
morphism. 
CoroUprv 1.3. Suppose F : M + Y is a refinable map of a simply-connected n- 
manifold (n 5 3 and y. is a point of Y whose complement in Y is an ANR. Then the 
inclusion j : M - F-I( yo) + M-(point} and F: M -F”(yo) 4 Y -{yo} are homotopy 
equivalences. 
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QI#rtioe 1. In Corollary 1.3, is the inclusion j : M -F-‘( yo) + M - {point} still a 
homotopy equivalence without he hypothesis ofsimple connectivity? 
To decide whether or not a space X is N-elementary with respect o G, it is 
convenient tohave the followwingobvious equivalent: for any compact neighborhood 
M of a compact set K in X, the image of fiN(M; G) --) RN(K; G) is finitely 
generated. 
EnmpIu. (1) Any compact ANR, and thus any manifold, is elementary with 
respect to any finitely generated abelian group G. This can be proved in a manner 
similar to an argument of Deleanu [4]. 
(2) Any compact generalized manifold is elementary with respect to any field of 
coeibients. (This is proved in the Section 4.) 
To discuss further examples it is useful to define the concept of the “null-sequence 
wedge” of compacta. Let {(Ak, ak) 1 k = 1,2, . . .} be a sequence ofcompacta Ak along 
with cktinguished points a& E Ak and let (Bk 1 L = 1,2:. . .} be a sequence ofpainvise 
disjoint spaces such that & is homeomorphic to & -{ak}. Then the one-point 
compa&flcation ofthe topological union U” k=i Bk is the null-sequence w dge of the 
sequence of (Ak, a&). When the compacta Ak are manifolds, the topological type of 
the n&sequence wedge is independent ofthe choice of the points ak and in that case 
specifktion of these points is omitxed, 
(3) The null-sequence wedge of a sequence of spheres of strictly increasing 
dimension iselementary with respect to any finitely generated G, but is not an ANR. 
(4) The common point of the null-sequence wedge X of a sequence ofcircles is not 
l-elementary in X with respect to any nqn-trivial G. 
(5) The common point of the nuIl-sequence wedge X of a sequence of projective 
planes is not l-elementary with respect to 22, but X is l-elementary with respect to 
2. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be accomplished through two lemmas which exploit 
the idea of finite generation. If X is any compactum, it can be embedded in the 
Hiibert cube and as a subset of the Hilbert cube it is the nested intersection of a 
sequence ok clompact ANR”s. The weak continuity property of tech cohomology [S, 
Theorem 2.61, then shows the following. 
Iknark l. If {ck}k isany finite indexe&et of cohomology classes in GN (X; G), then 
there is a map 4 :X --+ P of X in@0 acompact ANR P such that each ck E im @*. 
To simplify the notation put BP-=F?? for any B c Y and the map F:X + Y. 
Also, if A cl3 and c E&~(B; G)., then c IA (the “restriction of c to A”) is i*(c), 
where i :A + B is the inclusion map. 
Lemma 1. Skrppdse F :X + Y is refinable, Bs is a cokpactum in Y for i = 0, 1,2,3 
such that Bi cInt &+a for i =01,, 1, 2, and suppose that the hokomorphisms 
iig :fiN(Bz; G) +fiN(B1; G) anid i$ :fiN(B:; G) +fiN(Bb; G) induced by the 
inclusions i2: Ba --) B2 and is :B$ + B$ have finitely generated images. Then 
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F8 (fiN(Bo; G)), where Fo: B& + BO is defined by F, contains the image of the 
homomorphism i$ : fiN(Bi 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let ~1 be a positive number such that if f :X + Y is any map 
onto Ysuchthatd(f,F)<Ey,thenf(B~)cBi+landBicf(B:+1)fori=0,1,2. 
From the hypothesis there is a finite family {Cj)i c aN(B$ ; G) such that {cj 1 B&}j 
generates im ig, and there is a finite family {dk)k c fiN(Bz; G) such that {dk IBl}k 
generates im if. 
From Remark 1 there are maps 4 : BG + P, @ : B2 + Q’ into compact ANR’s P 
and Q such that cj +n 4” for each j and dk E im #* for ea.ch k:. 
There is an E > 0 such that (1) e < ~1, (2) if f is any E-map defined on B& then there 
is a map 8 : f(Bi) + P such that 4 = &, and (3) if d(f, F) C E, then $F 1 Bh = #f 1 B&. 
The existence of such a number follows from the fact that 1’ and 0 are ANR’s; see 
1133 and [8, p. 1111, or [2]. 
Now let f be any E-refinement ofF and let FI : Bh + BI and fo: BI, + BI denote 
maps defined by F and f respectively. From (3), FT and f$ agree on im(& 1 B1)“; 
hence F? (dk I Bi) =fl (dk I BI) for each k. Since F$ (dk 1 Bo) = F? (dk I BI), 
Fg (HN(Bo; G)) contains f$(im it). Now the image of i$ is generated by {q IB& 
Each cj I Bh is a member of im(&)* = im(Jfo)* which is contained in fi (im(d I&)*). 
Since C$ is defined on Bz by (1) and (2), im(f IBM)* is contained in im if. Thus 
cj IB& ~fi(im if) for each j and so im Fg contains im iz as asserted. 
Lemma 2. Suppose F :X --+ Y is refinable and suppose A and B are compacta in Y 
such that A c B and the image of it : fiN(B'; G) -+ fiN(A’; CT) is finitely generated. 
TIien the image of ig :fiN(B; G) + fiN(A; G) is also &itely generated. 
The following, which is used several times, is proved in [ 111. 
Remark 2. If F :.X --) Y is a refinable map between compacta, then for any 
compact set P in Y and any N and G, the induceld homomorphism 
Fg :gN(B; G) - 6;iN(B’; G) is a monomorphism. 
Proof of Lemma 2,. Consider the commutative diagram: 
fiN(B; G) if - I;iiN(A; G) 
I 
F*B 
I 
F)I 
RN@‘; G) 2 I;ih’ (A’; G). 
Since Fz is an isorzlorphism from the image of iz onto a subgroup H of the image 
of ir (which is finitei.g enerated by hypothesis and Abelian) H #and, therefore, the 
image of ia are also finitely generated. 
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hot of Theorem 1. Suppc,rltlre c1 is a cohomology class in fiN@‘; G), where 
B’ = 8’-‘B as usual. There el&t a compact neighborhood BJ of B and a class c in 
fiN(Bg; 0) such that ci# is c1 by the weak continuity property of Tech 
cohomology [S, Theorem X,,,:;!.6]. Fit .& and B2 between Bo = El and & using the 
hypothesis that F”(B) is N-elementary in X so that the homomorphisms 
aN(J3$, 0) 4 aN(&; G) aijfid fiN(B;l;:G) + &.N(B: ; 0) haves finitely generated 
images. By Lemma 2 the imzjge of aN(&; G) + fiN(B1; G) is finitely generated. 
By Lemma 1 the homomorf;llihism FL :fiN(B; G)dN(B’; G) maps at least onto 
the image of if :fiN(Bi; G:) +fiN(B’; G). Since c1 is c IB’ which is i:(c), c1 E 
imp& It follows that F% is an epimorphism and sin& it is a monomorphism 
(Remark 2), F2( :aN(B; G’)+fiN(B’; G) is an isomorphism. 
The proof that B is ALek;mentary in Y follows from Lemma 2. 
Roof of ‘lborem 2. The he)mology result is proved in Section 5 in Proposition 5.1 d 
That the induced homomorphism Fg :fiN(B; r> +fiN(F-‘B: r) is an iso- 
morphism for any abelian group r follows from the Universal Coefficient Theorem 
of cohomoology (see [23, 6.8.10, or 6.8.8 and 6.8.11]) and the fact that it is an 
isomorphism for integer c0efficients. 
Roof of C%mdhq 1.1. Follows from Example 1. 
Rd d Coroliary lo2. Fdlows fkom Theorem 1. 
Raof of Cadbuy 1.3. Because M is simply-connected and n a 3, M-(point} is 
simply-connected. By a theorem of [ll], M - F-‘(~0) is simply-connected. (Briefly 
the proof follows this outline: (11 a sequence of refinements can be chosen so that 
{G (yO)}+p EF-‘(yo), (2) any loop Q in A4 -{p} contracts by way of a homotopy hl 
in M-N&) for some E :* Qso that the range of frvH misses yo for most N, (3) F& is a 
loop in the’ All Y -{yoj with arbitrarily close null-homotopic 100~s f&, so that F4 
is null- topic in Y -{yo}, and (4) F induces an isomorphism from V&M- 
F-‘(~0)) onto ~rl(Y -{y~$) since the map M-F-‘(yo)+ Y -{yo} induced by F is a 
cell-like map between ANR’s; heno: 0 is null-homotopic nM -F-‘(yo).) 
By duality [23, Theorem 6.217], there is an isomorphism H,(M -0, A4 - 
F-‘(~0)) = H”7(F-‘(y&t., (Ipt.}) b&ween singular homology with integer coefficients 
and Cech cohomology & indic&ed. Since the latter group is zero for every 4, the 
inclusion A4 -F” (yo) +I M - tit,) induces an &morphism on singular homology. 
By a theorem of J.H.C Whitehead 123; Theorem 7.6.25) the inclusion map is a 
homotopy equivalence. , ’ 
For y # yo the space p’ is locally contractible~at ;y; hence F-‘(y) is cell-like [ 111. 
The map F :A4 - F-l(yt,) + Y -(~a) then induces isomor@hism of all homotopy 
groups (see for examp$l#:: [lOI’) and thus9 by another’theorem of Whitehead; is a 
homotopy equivalence. 
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2. 
In this section the cohomology result of Section 1 is exploitled to give conditions 
under vvhich arefinable map F : X --) Y defined on an ANR X will be known to have 
every point-inverse oftrivial shape. These point-inverses will then be approximately 
contractible in X; i.e. for each y E Y, every open neighborhood & of F”(y) 
contains an open neighborhood U of F-‘(y) whose incMon map Lp --+ & is 
homotopic in IJo to a map of U + & taking W to a single point. It then follows that 
Y is LC”; hence if Y is finite-dimensional, it is an ANR. Due to the use of this last 
hypothesis the ANR X will be assumed to be fiinite-dimensional in this section, 
although itwill be obvious that certain useful implications inthe proof hold without 
this hypothesis. With the hypothesis of finite-dimensional@ and cohomology of a 
point, to show that a compacturn has trivial shape, it suffices [la] to show that the 
compactum is approximately -connected: i.e. every open neighborhood & of the 
compacturn contains an open neighborhood U of it with the property that any map 
S1 --) I/ considered as a map into & is nullhomoltopic. 
Theorem 3. Suppose F :X + Y is refinable and X is a finite dimensional ANR. Zhen 
Y is an ANR jj? any one of the following is true : 
(1) F is monotone refinable, i.,e. F can be approximated by mor;otone E-maps for 
every E >O, or 
(2) F-‘(y) is nearly one-movable (for the definition see [17, p. 114]), or 
(3) F-‘(y) is loca.?y connected for each y E x or 
(4) Y is LC1 at each of its points, or 
(5) F-‘(y) is approximately l-connected for edrIch y. 
Proof. The following implications will prove the theorem: 
(i) F monotone refinable -F-‘(y) is approximately -connected for each y. 
(ii) Fo:r each y E Y, F-‘(y) is locally connected -*F”(y) nearly one-movable +Y 
is LC’ + F”(y) is approximately -connected for each y E Y. 
(iii) F”‘(y) is AC1 for each y E Y -+ Y is an ANR. 
The following remarks will be useful in sorting through these implications. 
Under the hypothesis of compact met&ability, local connectivity isequivalent to 
local path-connectivity, or LC’. Both remarks then follow from the results of [22] or 
lw . 
Remark IL If X is ra locally connected compacturn a d f : X + Y is a monotone map 
of X onto Y, then for any map C.C : S1 + Y and any E > 0 there is a map A : S’ +X 
such that d (fh, p) a< E. 
Remark 2. If X is an ANR and j? X =+ Y is a monotone map of X onto Y such that 
f’(y) is locally connected for every y E Y, then Y is LC1. 
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proof of (i). Suppose F is monotone refinable and for each i, fi denotes amonotone 
l/&refinement of di: Suppose yE Y and let Uo be any open neighborhood fF-‘(y). 
There are open neighborhoods V, VI and VZ of y such that F”(V) c UO, VI c V 
and i&c VI. By using $1 subsequence if necessary it can be assumed ‘hat 
limnr~fil (y) exists and hence consists of a single point, say x. There is an open 
ne W of x such that W cF-‘( Vz) and any loop in W contracts in 
F’( IQ, since X is bdy contractible. Let ~1 be the distance from Y - VI to Vz and 
choose the integer N so large that G’(y)’ W and d(F, f~)< ~1. Let V3= 
Y -fN(X- W) which is an open neighborhood fy. Choose an open neighborhood 
U of F’(y) in UO such that F(o)= V3. 
Choose ~2 to be less than (i) the distance from Y - V3 to F(o), (ii) the distance 
from X- U. to F’(V), and (iii) the distance from Y 0 V to &. 
ThereisaB>Osuchforany&mapf:X * Ythereisamapg: Y+Xsuchthatgf 
is ez-homotopic tothe identity. Let fn be a S-map within ~2 of F and let g be such a 
maP* 
It will now be shown that any loop in U contracts in Uo. Let A : S’ 4 U be given. 
There is an a > 0 such that any loop in P/O ar;close to gfJ is homotopic to g&A in U. 
There is a 81 such that for any B c Y with diameter less than 61, the set g(D) has 
diameter less than o and such that he Sl-neighborhood offnA (Sl) is contained in Vs. 
(Note that fn(U) c V3 because d(F, fn) < ~2.) By Remark 1 with CC = fmA, since fN is 
monotone, there is aloop ho: S’ + X such that d( fnA, fNAo) < S1. Then fNA&) c V3 
and hence A0 maps S’ into fN1( Vs) which is contained in W. Since loops in W 
contract in F’( Vz) there is a homotopy A,: S’ --) F”( Vz), 0 G t G 1, from ho to a 
constant map Al. Since gfiE is ez-homotopic to the identity on X, A is homotopic to 
#J in U& The homotopy takes place in Uo since gfn is ez-homotopic tothe identity 
andd(F”(VAX- UO), ~2.Sinced(f,A,fnrho)<&andg takessetsofdiameter <& 
to sets of diameter <a, the loop g/& is a-close to g&A and hence these loops are 
homotopic in U& But A0 is homotopic to a constant map in F”(V2) so g&A0 is 
homotopic to a constant map in $fnr(F-‘(V&cg(V& since d(F, fN)Cel. Since 
g( Va) c gj&F1( V) c UO, the second homotopy is also in Uo. 
Tke~fore,, by transitivity, A is homotopic to a constant map in Ui and F-‘(y) is 
approximat&ly l-connected. 
Roof of (ii). Suppose ach F”(y) is locally connected. That Y is LC1 follows from 
Remark 2. We will first show that p-%(y) is AC1. 
Now, suppose Y is LC1 at y. Let U,, be any open neighborhood fF-‘(y) in X and 
VO an open neighborhood ofy in $” such that F-’ i&c Ui. There is an open set Ul 
with Ir’( VO) c UI c 01~ U. and there is an ~13 0 such that if f is an El-refinement 
of F then f(U@ VO. Since Y ;a LC’ at y there is an open set VI with y E 
Vi c VI c Vi such that any loop in VI contracts in VO. 
There is a U with F’(y) c U c I& and an ~2 > 0 such that if f is an E*-refinement 
ofF,thenf(U)c V&SinceXisan.M?Rthereisan~ >O,with~ emin{e1, bz),such 
that if f is an e-refmement ofF, thea there is a map g from Y to X such that gf 1 U is 
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homotopic to the identity on U with a ho.motopy taking place in Ul and such that 
sf( Ul) c Uo. Let f and g be such maps. 
Now let h : S1 + U be a loop. Since g;fl U is homotu&c in Ul to the identity on U’ 
h is homotopic to gfn in Ul. Since fh is a loop in Vly it is homotopic to a constant map 
in Vo. Hence @ is homotopic to a constant with the homotopy occurring in 
g( Vi) c gf(&) c Lr,. Therefore any loop in U contracts in Uo. 
Hence each F-‘(y) locally connected implies each F”(y) is nearly one-movable. 
This second property also implies that Y is LC’ (see [21] or [lo]). 
Proof of (ii&j. Suppose F-‘(y) is AC’ for each y E ‘14. Since F-‘(y j his trivial 
cohomology and is finite dimensional it must also have trivial shape. Hence F is 
cell-like, and Y is therefore LC”. It follows from [ 1 l] that if F : X + Y is a refinable 
map between compacta, then dim X =dim Y. Thus Y is finite-dimensional and 
therefore is an ANR. 
3. 
In looking for a refinable map defined on an ANR X whose image is not an ANR, 
a managable type map is a projection F :X --,X/A for some compactum A in X 
Based on various theorems in this paper, it follows that if A and X are to provide a 
counter-example then A must be connected (see [a]) but not locally connected, not 
be nearly one-movable, have trivial cohomology and homology, and not be approx- 
imately l-connected. Further, X/A must fail to be locally l-connected at {A}, and if 
X is a simply connected n-manifold then X-A must have the homotopy type of 
X -hint}. The dimension of X cannot be 1 since the refinable image (or, indeed, 
the monotone image) of a l-dimensional ANR is an ANR and Corollary 5.2 in 
Section 5 makes dimension 2look unpromising. If X = S3, then A must also satisfy 
the following two pairs of conditions: 
(1) S3-A is contractible but S3/A is not locally simply connected, and 
(2) A admits an essential map onto the wedge of two circles but admits no 
essential map onto a circle (see McMillan [14]). Since the Case-Chamberlin set in S3 
satisfies all of these properties (see [17] and [3]), it is a natural choice. 
Theorem 4 shows that the projection map that shrinks the Case-Chamberlin set to 
a point in S3 is not a refinable map, but a map that shrinks one or more Case- 
C&nberlin sets to a point in some other ANR remains a candidate. 
Qaestion 2. Does there exist an ANR X containing a Case-Chamberlin set A such 
that X --)X/A is refinable? 
Qaestion 3. If F : S3 + Y is refinable, then must Y be an ANR? 
Question 4. If F: S” --) Sri/// is refinable, then must A be cellular? 
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ROW&. R. Davermasts has indicated aproof of an a&native answer to Question 4
in the case where A is 17xsntained in S3 in S”. . 
Tllmmn 4. Suppse X is a compactum in S3 such that the projection map 
F : S3 --+ S3fX is refinablle. Then X must be cedar. 
PM& Two lemmas are: proved first which will imply the existence of &-refinements 
for F that agree with F away from X. 
Ulna 1. Let Ybe a corltpactum containing an ANR Uas an open subset and let Cbe 
a compact subset of U. l’lzen for every e > 0 there is a S > 0 such that if G :X + Y is 
any map of any compacfiafrn Xinto Ysuch that G-‘( U) has no isolated points and such 
that G(X) =) Y - Cand d(y, G(X)) < S for all y E C, then there is a map g from X onto 
Y with the properties that d(g, G) C E, g-‘(U) = GB1( U), and g agrees with G outside 
of G-‘(U). 
Roof, Suppose >O. There is a finite collection & of open sets covering C each 
lying in U and having diameter less than e. Since U is an ANR there is another finite 
c&&ion &, &, . . . , WkofopensetscoveringCandrefining&suchthatiff~andf2 
arenlaasfromaspaceMinto81u~*w*.. w & such that fr(p) and f*(p) are in the 
same & for eiach p EM, then fi is homotopic to f2 and the image of the homotopy is 
contained in some element of J& By passing to a subcollection ofthe Bi’S it may be 
assumed that for each i there is a point yi in C A Bi such that yie Bj if i f j. Let 8 be a 
positive number small enough that the closures of the S-neighborhoods of yl, 
Y29 l l l 9 yk are mutual1 y d isjoint and each is contained in the corresponding Bi.Now, 
suppose G maps X into Y, G(X) 3 Y-C, d(y, G(X)) C 6 for each y E C, and 
G”(U) has no isolated points. Then each Bi contains ome G(xi) and xi # Xi if i P 1, 
and each xi is contained in an open set Vi of X such that G(VI)-c Bi. Choose the q 
mutually disjoint. Since G”(U) has no isolated points there is a Cantor set Ki in Vi, 
for each i. Define a map h from part of X onto Y by: 
(1) h(x)=G(x)ifxEX-(V~wV&J*.*wVk),and 
(2) h(Ki) =Bi for each i. 
Then h is onto since the image of @3 cfontains everything outside of BI w B2 w . l . u 
Bk and G( Vi)= Bi for each i. 
LetMi=KiuaV;:fori=1,2,.,. k. Let gi = h 1 Mi and Gi =: G 1 Mi and note that 
foreachpEMi,gi(p)a~dGi(p)~~in~i,andgi(p)=Gi(g)foreverypE~Vi.Hence 
they are homotopic in some Ai of J$. Since Mi is closed in Vi and Ai is an ANR it 
follows from Borsuk’s Homotopy Extension Theorem [2], because Gi extends to 
G 1 fl, that gi extends to a map gi : q -+ Ai. Then g = h w g: v & v l l l u gk satisfies 
all of the conditions of the conclusion. 
Lemma 2. Let F : X -+ Y be refinaNe, X and Y compacta, and let B be a compactum 
in Ysuch fitat Y-B is an ANR an,dFmaps X -F-lB homeomotphically onto Y -I?. 
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l%en for every open neighborhood V of F-l(B) in X and for every 8 > 0 there is an 
E-refinement g :X --) Y of F such that F(V) = g(V) and g(x) = F(x) if x E X - V. 
Sublemma. Suppose, in addition to the above hypotheses, thatt a > 0 and Wo, We are 
open neighborhoods of B in Y such thcct B c WO c IiTo c We c I&. Then there is an 
a-map G: X-, Y of X into Y such that d(G, F) < a, G-l(‘We) = F-‘( We), G(x) = 
F(x) for all x E X-F-‘( We) and %J is contained in the image of G. 
Proof. Let 81 be a positive number such that if MC Y - WC, has diameter less than 
261, then the diameter of Fvl(M) is less than a. 
Let Wi for i=l,..., 5 be additional open neighborhoods of B such that Wi c 
Wi+lfori=O,l,..., 5. Let S g min{d( I&, Y - Wi+l) !0 s i s 5) and also choose Sto 
be fess than both 81 and a. 
Let q be a positive number less than 6 such that if f : X - F-‘( WI) --B Y - I& is any 
map within 7 of F :X - F”( WI) + Y - l&,, then there is a S-homotopy from f to F, 
namely: H : (X - F-‘( WI)) x [0, l] --) Y - Wo with MO(x) = F(x) and Ml(x) = f (x) 
for each x EX-F-‘(WI). 
Now let f :X 3) Y be any q-refinement of F and H a homotopy as de&bed. Wc 
shall modify f to get G. 
Let T :X + [0, 1] satisfy r(F-l( I&J)) = {I] and r(X - F’l( Wd)) = (0). Define 
G(X) = H(x, T(X)) if x E X -P( WI j, 
= f( ) x ifx~F--‘(l&). 
Then the diameter of H({x} x [0, 11) is less than S for all x in X - F-‘( Wl). 
Note that G(x) = F(x) if x E X-F-‘( W4) and G(x) = f(x) if x E F-‘( &). Also, lif 
x E F-‘( I&) - F-l( Ws), then G(x) E H({x} x [0, l]), a S-set containing F(x) E 
I&- W3 and hence lies in Ws - Wz. Therefore, d(G, F) < S <: a, G-‘(We) = 
F”( We), and G(x) = F(x) for x E X -F-l( WG), as required. 
Suppose x and y are in X with d(x, y) > a and neither x nor y is in F-‘( Wo). Then, 
by the choice of &, d(F(x), F(y)) a2S1 > 26. But G(x) is either f(x) and hence 
within 7 of F(x) or G(x) E H({x} x [0, 11) which is a set of diameter less than 8 that 
contains F(x). Hence d(G(x), F(x)) and similarly d(G(y), F(y)) is less than 6 so 
G(x) # WY )- 
If x and y are both in F-‘( Ws), then G(x) = f(x) and G(y) = f(y) and since f is an 
a-map, G(x) # G(y). Now suppose x E F’l(Wo) and yeFel(Wd. Then G(x) = 
f(x)E Wl since d(f(x),F(x))<q and G(y)~H({y}x[O,l]& Y- WZ; hence 
G(x) # G(y). Therefore G is an a-map. 
Since G(x) = f (K) on F.‘l( I&), f is onto and d(F, f) c 8, G(F-l( WI) contains WIJ. 
This proves the sublemma. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let U,,, Ul, & and Us be open neighborhoods of B in Y whose 
closures are nested and contained in F(V), i.e. 00~ UI, 01 c U2, 026 U; and 
0&qV). . 
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Since F is a homeomwphism off of F-l(B) there is a S+O such that if 
d(P(xr), F(xz)) c 281 ami F(xI) and F(x2) are both in Y - UO, then dh, x2) *( E. 
Choose &<e and &rcdll:Y-Ui, &). 
There is a a2>0 satisQing Lemma 1 for U=F(V)-01, C=&-U2 and e 
replaced by #al. 
Let 8 ~$min{8~, 62), amid let U3 and U, be two more neighborhoods of B also 
satisfying 02c US, &c hJI and 04~ Us and such that if y E Ud- Us, then some 
point of Y outside U,-r13 is within S of y. From the sublemma, with WO= Us, 
We= V” and CT = &, thercr is a b-map G with d(G, F)< 6, G(x) = F(x) for all 
x E X - F’l( WI), G”( U”) = F”( U’) and G maps onto 03. 
To use this function G in Lemma 1, note that G’l( U) is contained in the ANR 
X-P-‘(00) since d(G, F:l:<& andso if G”(U) had infinitely many isolated points 
the isolated points would have a limit point in the larger ANR X-F-l(B) which is 
impossible. Since the set o9 isolated point:; UA --# X-F-‘( 00) is finite, it, along with its 
image under G (which is also a finite set of isolated points), may be ignored without 
losg of generality. Therefore, we assume G-‘(U) has no isolated points and apply 
Lemma 1. It follows that there is a map g from X onto Y such that g-‘(U) = 
G”(U), g agrees with G Icxrtside G-‘(U), and d(G, g) c fisl. 
If XEX-V, then XEX-G-~(U) and XEX--F’~(UJ so F(x)=G(x)=g(x). 
Now suppose g(xl) = g(x& Then x1 and x2 are both in G’l( U) or are both outside of 
G-l(U). In the latter a:~ g(xi) = G(xi) for i = 1, 2 and since G is a &map, 
d(xl, x2)<& In the former case, since d(G, F)<S, F(xi) and F(x2) are both not in 
UO: and since d(F, g) ~61 d(F(xl), F(x2)) ~28~ so d(xl, x2) c e. Hence g is an 
e-refi:aement agreeing with F outside of V. 
Roof of Theorem 4. Sum K is a compactum in S3 such that F: S3 + S3/K is 
refmable and suppose U is an open neighborhood fK. A 3-cell in U containing K
will be cm&m&d. F is monotone, so K must be connected. 
By [lS], there is a polyhedral cube with handles, T, with K c Int T c T c U 
and a smaller open neighborhood M with K c M c I@ c Int T. There is a finite 
collection cf Werlapping “compartments” Cl, C2, . . . , Cj of T and an 8 >O 
satisfying: 
(1) dQ@,S”-Xnt T)>2te. 
(2) If g is an ~-refinement of F, then,F”g(T) c U, F-‘g(B) c Int T F”g(K) e 
M and g-‘({Kl) c M; 
(3) Each Cl is a ball in T whose boutiary is a connected tubular section Li of aT 
together with 6nitely maqr disks that T (am properly embedded in T) and are 
pakwise more than e distance apart. 
(4) If N is a subset of M of diameter less than E then there is a compartment Ci
that contains N centrally, i.e. d(N, Cl(S” -, Cl)) > E ; and there is an arc A in Cl from 
tctoNthatliesinIntCiexceptfo ints in LI and N and the distance from A 
to aCi-& is more than E. From there is an s-refinement, g, of F that 
agrees with F outside of M 
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Since N == g-l({K)i has diameter less than E and is contained in M there is by 
construction. a compartment C, bounded by L GU’ and disks Dr, Dz, . . . , Dk, 
containing N centrally and containing a connecting arc A as described. It will be 
shown that the singularities of F-‘(g(C)) are small t>nough t at it can be appro& 
mated by a lball in T containing AK. Since g agrees with F outside of M and F is a 
homeomorphism there, the map F-‘g is the identity on S3-M. Hence, on aC the 
only 
&- 
ints moved by F-‘g are points in Di n M for i = 1,2, . . . k, and since 
d(J@, S - T) > 2e and g is an e-map, F-‘g takes no point of Di n M to a point within 
E of eT. 
Let A’ denote the continuum F-‘g(A), where A is the arc from N to L in C Note 
that A’ is connected since F is monotone and note that Kg *_ A’ since {K} = g(M). 
Because the distance between any two of the disks Dl, Dz, . . 1 , Dk and the set N u A 
is more than E, no two of the sets F-‘g(Dl), . . . , F-‘g(D& and F-‘g(N WA) = A’, 
intersect. 
Foreachi,i=1,2,... 5 there is a 3-manifold Mi in T containing FB1g(Di) such 
that 
(1) M;:nMj=PIif i#j, 
(2) MinA’=flrori=1,2,...k,and 
(3) MinaT=dDifori=1,2,...k. 
Since F-‘g has no singularities near aT, Dehn’s lemma, using F-‘g : Di +hG, 
implies that there is a polyhedral disk Ei in Mi such that aEi = El ndT = aDi. (Note 
that F-‘g restricted to Di is a map.) 
The Ilmsphere R, consisting of the tubular piece L of aC with the new disks 
El, . . . Ek attached is a subset of T and has one complementary domain in T. The 
continuum A’ goes from a point of L to K in T and, since A’ misses the new disks, 
A’ n R consists exactly of one point, p, of L. This point is not a cut point of A’ since 
F”g has no singularities near L and A -{p} is connected. This forces K to be in the 
complementary domain V of S3 - R that is contained in T. T!IUS K c Vu R c T and 
V u R is a ball (Alexander) since R is a polyhedral 2-sphere. 
Corollary (to Proof of Theorem 4). If the 3-manijYold Mcontains no homology cubes 
which are not real cubes and K is a colmpactum in Int M such that the projection 
M --) M/K is refinable, then K is cellular in M (and hence the projection isa near 
homeomorphism). 
4. 
Although many of the applications ofthe concept of a space being N-elementary 
involve coefficients in an abelian group, in order to extract he full utility of the 
concept i is necessary to broaden the definition to include coefficient groups which 
are modules over a commutative ring R with unit (in which case the cohomoloLgy 
groups are actually R-modules). A closed set A in the space X will now be said to be 
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Nekmentary with respzt to the R-module G, provided that for every neighborhood 
U of A there is a neighborhood V of A such that the image of &“(U; G) in 
aN( V; 0) is finitely generated asan R-module. 
This def&ion obvio&y includes the previous one, but by taking coefficients ina 
field, which makes the, cohomology groups vector spaces over the field, access is 
gained to Wilder’s work. The possibility that this might lead to results was suggested 
to us by Jack Segal, and the first few pages of his paper with S. Mardegib [ 171 provide 
a lucid modem description of the concept of a generalized closed n-manifold 
(n-g@. 
In thissection, coefficientswill a ways be taken in a principal ideal domain R which 
will be suppressed inthe notation, and X will always be a compactum. 
The usual definition ot cohomology with compact supports can be found in [23; 
Chapter 6, Section 6]. The following definition of 1171 is proved equivalent by 
Lemma 6.6.11 of [23]: if U is open in X, then 
fi:(u)=IP(x,x-u). 
If V is open in V’, there is a naturally induced homomorphism i”,,: fi% (V) + fiz (U). 
According to Wilder [26, Definition VI.7.11 the compactum X has property 
(P, Q)n if, for every pair of open sets U and V such that v c U, the image of i& is 
finitely generated as an R-module. 
Lcmmrr 1. If X is N-elementary and fiN+I (X) is finitely generated, then X has 
pvpe~ U? Q)N+I* If Xhqm=w U? a) N+l and fiN (X) is finitely generated, then 
Xi& N-elementary. 
Roof. If U is any open set with complement A, then the long exact cohomology 
sequence becomes 
. . . fi4(X) -_) I;i4(A) + &+l (u) -_, fi4+‘(X) +. ‘8 . 
Suppose that) V isopetl inX and v c U. Choose W open such that v c W c w c U, 
and let B =K - V and C =X - W. Consider the diagram 
fir1 (V) + fiN’“I(X) 
4 & 
fiN(C) + tir+l (W) + :clN*l(X) 
1 4 
tiN(A) -d;+l (U) 
which has an exact middle row and has vertical maps induced by inclusions. Note that 
AcInt C. By hypothesis b& the p maps fiN”(X) +aN+‘(X) and 
fiN(C) --+ fiN(A) have finitely gelaerated images (as R-modules). By a remark of 
Bore1 [l, V.l.l] the image of ir’ : .a:+’ (V) + fir+’ (U) is finitely generated. 
mus X has property (PI Q)N+l@ 
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On the other hand assume that X has property (P: Q)N+~ and that fiN(X) is 
finitely generated. Let A c Int B, where A and B are compact, and let C be a 
compactum such that A c Int C and C c Int B. Put W = X - C and V = X -B. The 
diagram 
EiN(X)4iN(C)-*Ei:+1(w) 
4 4 
EiN(X) + tiN(A) 
has an exact middle row and the vertical arrows on the extreme left and right have 
finitely generated images. By Borel’s remark the homomorphism fiN (B) --) tiN (A) 
has finitely generated image. Thus X is N-elementary. 
Finally, assume R is a field. 
Theorem 5. Let F :X --) Y be a refinable map, and X an orientable n-gem over R. 
l%elr~ Y is an orientable n-gem over R. 
Proof. For the definition of “orientable n-gem over R” see [26] or 1171. From 
Theorem VIII.l.l of [26] it follows that X has property (P, G)N and that a”(X) is 
finitely generated for all dimensions N; hence by Lemma 1 the compacturn X is 
elementary. By Theorem 1 of Section 1 every point-inverse ofF has the cohomology 
of a point. By Theorem [26, V. 18.181, every point-inverse ofF has the homology of a 
point. By Wilder’s Main Theorem A in [25], Y is an orientable n-gem. 
5. 
* In this section acomparison is made between homology and cohomology by means 
of Pontrjagin duality, which can be found in [9]. The results are then applied to 
refinable maps. 
In this section assume that coefficients are taken in 2 or 2, (p a prime). 
If G is any countable (discrete) abelian group, then the character group Ch G is the 
compact abelian topological group consisting of all homomorphisms from G into the 
reals mod 1 (with the topology of Ch G being pointwise convergence). If f : G + H is 
a homomorphism, then composition defines ahomomorphism Ch f : Ch H -P Ch G. 
The relationship between Tech cohomology with coefficients ,n G and Tech 
homology in Ch G is given by the following assertion [S; VIII.4.G and VIIISJF]: 
there is a natural isomorphism Ch fiN (X; G) r &J(X; Ch G) where “natural” 
means that if F : X --+ Y is any map, then the diagram 
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l&,(X; Ch G) = Ch l!iN(X; G) 
I- I 4 * C% F” 
$i”(YCh G)=Ch tiN(Y; G) 
oommutes. 
F~[9;VHI.2.C,D,;mdP]itfollowsthatF*:~~(X;ChG)-*~~(Y;ChG)is 
an isomorphism if and only if F* L&~(Y; G) + fiN(X; G) is an isomorphism. 
(Note that Hurewiu and Wallman use “isomorphism” in the sense of “monomor- 
phism”.) 
From this diiion a.nd Theorem 1 of Section 1 the following results ensue. 
Tk~m 6. Let F :X + Y be a refinable map between compacta and suppose B is a 
compact subset of Y suclk that F”(B) is N-elementary with respect to G (assumed 
wuntabie). 
Then the induced hom(omophism 
pB* :I!&#-‘B, Ch G) + &,,(B; Ch 0) 
PIopadtloe 5.1. Suppose that F : X + Y is a refinable map and that X is elementary 
with respect t;o 2. Then for any compact 
4FoWrh induced homomorphism 
subset B of Y, any integer N, and any 
is an isomufphi&a. 
Thk follows from Theorem 6 and the Universal Coefficient Theorem for tech 
homology [24] (because Ch Z is the reals mod 1). 
w 5.1. (Segal[2Oj) Any refi a& map defined on a compact 2-manifold is a 
near homeomotphkm. 
Roof. Apply Theorem 6 with G = I& and N = 1 to conclude that each point-inversE 
has “l-dimensional Betti number IXMMI 2” equal to zero. By [19] Y is homeomorphic 
to X By [27], F is a near-homeom.u@ism. 
Cotoky 5.2. Let F :X + Y be a !r@kable map, and suppose X is an- JMR *which 
embeds in a compact 2-manifold M, 2%en Y is an ANR which also embeds in M. 
w Visualize X as a subset off: M, and let G #be the upper semi-continuous 
decomposition of M whose member are the sets F-l(y) for y E Y along with the se@ 
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{p} for p EM-X. Then the members of G have l-dimensional Betti number mod 2 
equal to 0. The argument that M/G is homeomorphic toM follows from [19] and 
clearly M/G contains a copy of Y. 
Remark. The fact that Y is an ANR which embeds in some 2-manifold already 
follows from a result of H. Patkowska [18; Corollary 4.4, p. 2211. The above 
corollary addresses itself to a problem left open in [IS, p. 2221. 
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